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PENDULUM IN CABIN OF 
ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITE 

A. I. Lur'ye

It seems to the author that conversion of classical problems 

regarding the pendulum and load with spring to the unique circumstance 

of "weightlessness" of an artificial earth satellite is not without 

significance and interest also for investigators in the area of 

technical apµlications of oscillatory phenomena. This provides him 

the courage to present this article for publication in the collection 

"Questions of Dynamics and Stability" deveted to the fiftieth 

anniversary of the outstanding representative of mechanics and theory 

of oscillation, Prof. Ya. G. Panovko. 

1. The position of a material point Min the cabin of a satellite

is given by the vector-radius c�M = R with origin at the center of

inertia of the satellite C ; the position of the latter is determined 

by vector-radius QC = r where O is the center of a spherical 
0 

Earth. 

The equation of motion of a point with respect to a curve 

R = R (s) ( 1.1) 

unalterably coupled with the satellite will be 
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Jl 1

r+ R=-
Ir+ Rl3

(r+R)+ m(P+ F). ( 1. 2) 

Here µ is the product of the Earth's mass and the gravitational 

constant, m the mass of point M, P the reaction of the curve, F the 

nongravitational active force (e.g., reaction of a spring). Attraction 

of point M by the mass in the satellite is not taken into account. 

For the "satellite - point M" system the forces P and F are 

internal and the equation of motion of the center of inertia C of this 

system will be 

·· .. .. µ.M µ.mMr+m(r+R) = -,r r-lr+Rl3
(r+R>+(M+m)/, ( 1. 3) 

where f is the acceleration of the satellite produced by nongravitational 

forces (thrust, atmospheric drag), M the mass of the satellite 

(without mass �). Limiting ourselves to components linear 

with respect to R, we have 

r+ R r 1 ( r ,R ) lr+RP
=

;;r+;;r -3-,r r +R' ( 1. 4) 

and after elimination of r from Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) we arrive at the 

differential equation 

R = � ( 3 r ;
2

R r - R) + [ � (P + F) -/] ( I + ; ) · (1. 5) 

In it R is the vector of acceleration in a system of forward moving 

axes with origin at the center of inertia C of the satellite; the 
0 

presence of the first group of components in the right hand side is 

conditioned by nonuniformity of the gravitational field over the 

extent of the cabin. 

Let w designate the vector of angular velocity of the system of 

axes C xyz unalterably associated with the cabin; then 
0 

. . . . .. . . 

R=R+wXR, R = R+2wXR+wXR+wX(wXR), ( 1. 6) 

whence 

FTD-TT-65-1�63/1+2+4 



• •• . 52 
R = ts, R =ts+ n -

p ( 1. 7) 

are the vectors of relative velocity and relative acceleration of 

the point Min the axis system C
0

xyz; t, n are unit vectors of the 

tangent and main normal to the curve (1.1), 1/p being the curvature 

of the curve. 

Assuming idealness of coupling accomplished by this curve, we 

have 
P-t=O. ( 1. 8) 

By means of this relationship unknown reaction Pis eliminated from 

differential equation (1.5). We obtain 
. .  . 

s +w•(RX t)+w-tw•R-w2R•t= 

=; (3 r;2

R r,t-R•t) + (�F-t-f •t )(1 + ;). ( 1. 9) 

2. Let us consider the case of a plane pendulum - a sphere

rocking in a circular slot whose center, for simplicity, we shall 

consider coincident with the center of inertia of the system C , so 
0 

that 

where 1 is the radius of the slot, unit vector eR

* 
n

(2.1) 

Foreseeable and simple results may easily be obtained assuming 

that the orbit of the point C is circular (r = const) and that the 
0 

satellite is stable in the orbital system of axes determined by 

unit vectors e" , er and e = e X e , e
3 

being directed along the 
V 

c/> ..3 r 

normal to the plane of the orbit and e along the vector-radiusr 

(r = rer). The position of the plane of the slot in the orbital

system of axes is given by the angles iJJ and y which according to 

the assumption made, remain constant, and the position of the ball 

on the slot by the angle e: = s/ l (Fig. 1) . The vector of angular 

velocity of the satellitew , equal to the angular velocity of orbital 

axes, amounts to: 

FTD-TT-65-1563/1+2+4 3 



( 2 . 2 ) 

where n is the frequency of revolution of the sputnik on orbit, 

here r being the radius of spherical Earth. 
0 

( 2 . 3 ) 

Equation of motion (1.9) under these conditions, if we take 

F = O, neglect component rn/M with respect to 1 and introduce 

independent variables u = n � takes the form 

"+ t 3 r. r2 
f•ti e3• e3•e

R
- e,,e

R e,•t=-y. r2. g
0 

(primes indicate differentiation with respect to �). 

( 2 • 4 ) 

First let us dwell on the case of the absence of nongravitational 

forces (f = 0). Differential equation (2.4) after substitution of 

values of scaler products contained in it (directional cosines) 

leads to the form 

where 

N2 =9+lsin2 1 (1 + 3 sin2 tji)2 + 6 - 30 sin2 tlil sin2 y; 
0

cos 2£0 · k - [3 cos 2�. + sin2 y (1 + 3 sln2 tli)I;

sin 2z
0 
= -

�3 sin 2tji cosy. 

( 2 • 5 ) 

(2.6) 

With the position of the slot planew =n /2, y = 60° we have

N = 0 which is the "indifferent" position of equilibrium. The value 

N 2 
= N 2 

= 16 is achieved for w = n/2, W = 0. Thenmax 

s" + 2 sin 2e = 0. ( 2. 7) 

Oscillation of the pendulum (with a frequency of 2n) takes place 

in the vertical plane e
0

, er relative to the stable position of

equilibrium £ = 0 and £ = n on the axis e ("top" and "bottom"r 

missing). Equilibrium positions £ = ± n/2 on the axis e
3 

are unstable 

* 
Case of spherical pendulum considered in Ref. [lJ. 
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(Fig. 2, a). 

Fig. 1. 

Eauilibrium 
• 

_ pos 1_"E1ons 
Stab.le 

o - Unstabl€

Fig. 2.

Y = 0 corresponds to motion in the vertical plane er' e 
<I>
;

then 
( 2 . 8 ) 

where El = E + w is the angle measured from the e
r 

axis. Equilibrium 

positions are: stable on the axis ±er
, unstable on the axis e

<I> 

(Fig. 2, b). The frequency of small oscillations about the position 

of stable equilibrium equals /J �-

The case w = TT/2, y = TT/2 corresponds to motion in the horizontal 

plane e3, e
<I>

. Equation (2.5) takes the form: 

E" + ; sin 2E = 0, ( 2 • 9 ) 

E being measured from the e
<I> 

axis. The frequency of small oscillations

about the position of stable equilibrium on the axis ±e 
<I>

= n; the 

equilibrium position on the axis e3 is unstable (Fig. 2, c). 

What has been said has significance for high-altitude satellites 

in free flight (without thrust) when the aerodynamic drag is 

FTD-TT-65-1563/1+2+4 5 



negligibly small with comparison to forces brought about by 

nonuniformity of the gravitational field on the extent of the 

satellite and by forces of inertia from rotation of the satellite 

housing. For a flight altitude on the order of 230 km, according to 

data of Ref. ['?J, acceleration produced by force of aerodynamic drag 

has an order of 3·10-6 g; then, since �� 107 
ro � 1, it is possible

l ' r 

in first approximation to retain in differential equation (2.4) only 

that term determining this force. In yet greater degree what has 

been said may be repeated when f is acceleration due to a microthrust 

which may be on the order of 10-3 10-4 g. Therefore, turning to

( 2. 4) and using f = ofe <P (where (J = - 1 for the drag force, (J = + 

for the thrust force), we obtain 

where 

E" + 01.2K sin (E + e
0

) = O; )..2 = r
2 rf

17Jlg' 

K2 = cos2 1 cos2 tji + sin2 tji; cos e0 = - si
� 

4
;

. cos tji cosySIOE0 = 

K 
Consideration of partial distribution is not difficult. 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

1 

3. Returning to differential (1.9) let us consider the motion

of a sphere along a rectilinear groove 

R=R0+is, ( 3 . 1 ) 

where i is a unit vector directed along the groove so that t = i and 

according to (1,7) we have 

;·+ [� + (W•i)2-w1 -3 � (e,,i)'J +�] s+ w(RX i)+ 

+ w,lw•R0
-(w-i -�)Ro•i-3,.; e,•R0 e,•l+f•i= 0. ( 3 . 2 ) 

Here it is assumed that the force F•i = - cs is the elastic reaction

of a measuring spring; its rigidity will be considered sufficiently 

great and hence we shall retain within the brackets only the first 

term. Then with equilibrium (s = 0) an indication will be taken 

porportional to 
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- � s=�·(RXi)+w-iw-R
0

-(w2 - 1�)Ru•l-
m r 

- 311 

e · R0 e • l + J • i.r1 r . r 

( 3 . 3 ) 

Th1s relationship indicates the major possibility, arranging 

properly the linear groove and comparing indications, to measure 

within the satellite the direction of vertical, distance from the 

center of the Earth, the vector of angular velocity and nongravitational 

acceleration f. 

Let us consider, for example, the distribution indicated in 

Ref. [°3] and shown in Fig. 3. Rods I and II of length_! are situated 

at right angles on a platform in the plane of orbit not carried along 

by rotation of the satellite housing. Each rod of this cross is fixed 

at its termination by a longitudinal (1 and 2) and transverse l' and 

2') groove, the cross may be turned in its plane about an axis 

passing through the center of inertia of the satellite C . In this 
0 

case 

( 3 . 4 ) 

where ¢ is the true anomaly, � the average motion, � the major semiaxis 

and e the orbit e�centricity. Computations from formula (3,3) for 

f = 0 yield 

�s =g- ...!!. (ecosip+3cos2 cx);l (' )3 

m t 'o r 

� s =g}_ ('0)
3 

(e cos q, + 3 sin� ex);
m 2 'o r 

�s;=2g �J';}
3 

(esinf-! sin2cx).

Difference signals for a = n/2 are 

FTD-TT-65-1563/1+2+4 7 
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a = !:_ (s'-s')= 3_!:__(r0)
3

g-::::,3i(1-3�)g. 
2 m t 2 ro r ro ro 

Absence of a 0

1 signal determines the vertical and from signal a2

it is possible to measure the height above the surface of the Earth. 

With 1 = 50 cm and h = 200 km one see that for a signal proportional 

to 3g 1/r � 2.3 µ/sec2, allowing an error of 1% in the measurement 

of�, accelerations on the order of 0.0023 µ/sec2 � 2.3·10-lO g

are measured. Other schemes of accelerometer deployment are indicated 

in Refs . /lJ , 5J.
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